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AG (Agriculture) Productivity

Illustration: Erik Vrielink
Farm output per worker averages US 
$2000 globally, $90 000 in North America, 
an edge due in part to higher capital 
investment, in part to greater efficiency

http://spectrum.ieee.org/static/the-age-of-plenty#food-part-2

http://spectrum.ieee.org/static/the-age-of-plenty


Illustration: Erik Vrielink
A cow’s yield has risen fourfold in the United States 
within living memory, the result of selective breeding 
and more sophisticated care and feeding.



Illustration: Erik Vrielink
Brazil's beef exports rose tenfold in a 
single decade, one of the many changes 
that have made it the first tropical country 
to rank among the advanced agricultural 
powers.



Illustration: Erik Vrielink
World population and food prices have 
moved in opposite directions, confirming 
that agricultural productivity can sustain 
and even improve the standard of living.



Everything you want know about 
big agriculture

Dozen of Oligopolies Control the 
Big Agriculture vs 50-100 million 
farmers worldwide

http://spectrum.ieee.org/img/06FoodBigAg-1369167094853.jpg


Oligopoly in Food Industries:
Good or Bad?  



The Indoor Aquaponics Farm
Hydroponics is the art of soiless
agriculture. Here the growing 
medium is a pH adjusted water 
solution, thus the greek name 
hydro and ponos, meaning 
labour. The required minerals 
are dissolved in the water and 
absorbed easily. In fact, 
research has proven that plant 
roots absorb minerals easier 
when in water than when in soil. 
Sometimes inert medium is 
used to hold the roots e.g. sand, 
gravel, vermiculite, rockwool, 
perlite, peatmoss. coir, coconut 
husks or sawdust.

http://youngagropreneur.wordpress.com/2011/09/29/hydroponics-
aquaponics-and-aeroponics/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG5HUZ
N10EY

http://youngagropreneur.wordpress.com/2011/09/29/hydroponics-aquaponics-and-aeroponics/
http://youngagropreneur.wordpress.com/2011/09/29/hydroponics-aquaponics-and-aeroponics/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG5HUZN10EY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG5HUZN10EY


Illustration by James ProvostRobotic
Breeding: Robot-assisted genetic analysis 
helps plant breeders combine several 
genetic traits into one plant breed.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFVU46
mJCUE#at=12

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFVU46mJCUE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFVU46mJCUE




Why Africa Can Feed 
Itself—and Help Feed 
the World Too





Sustainable Food Production for 
the Future

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLad4f2Rt9E#t=34

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLad4f2Rt9E#t=34


Hacking Tomatoes at the World’s Greenest Greenhouse
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_em
bedded&v=X6DmmrglLSs#at=153

The Netherlands has nearly 11 thousand hectares of growing space under 
glass, or about 40 square miles. That’s almost twice the area of the island 
of Manhattan. In fact, no country has a greater proportion of its land area 
under glass.
But these greenhouses boast more than plants. They’re also a breeding 
ground for high-tech plant experiments and greener energy. Some of the 
country’s most advanced greenhouses are in Bleiswijk and operated by 
Wageningen University and Research Center. At the Wageningen
greenhouses, researchers can grow as many as 150 pounds of tomatoes 
in a square yard of space. And by using specially calibrated LED lights, 
they have managed to produce exotic new tomatoes with a whopping 50 
percent more vitamin C than ordinary ones.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=X6DmmrglLSs#at=153
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=X6DmmrglLSs#at=153
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=X6DmmrglLSs


Creating Recipes with 
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

http://www.fastcodesign.com/1672444/try-a-recipe-devised-by-
bms-superciomputer-chef

An Ecuadorian strawberry dessert 
algorithmically maximized for 
pleasantness, with strawberries, 
confectioners sugar, salt, black pepper, 
lemon, lime, heavy cream, whole milk 
yogurt, dry yeast, flour, canola oil, eggs, 
peanuts, cocoa powder.

Italian grilled lobster, with a complex set of 
pairings including salt, pepper, saffron, 
green olives, tomato, pumpkin, mint, 
oregano, white wine, water, macaroni, 
orange juice, orange, bacon, and oil. 

http://www.fastcodesign.com/1672444/try-a-recipe-devised-by-bms-superc
http://www.fastcodesign.com/1672444/try-a-recipe-devised-by-bms-superc


Creating Creativity:

Computers May Someday Beat Chefs At 
Creating Flavors We Crave

How about some chocolate drizzled over 
blue cheese?

Does bell pepper and black tea sound 
appetizing? A computer may think so.

http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2012/12/25/167725602/computers-may-someday-beat-chefs-at-creating-flavors-we-crave
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2012/12/25/167725602/computers-may-someday-beat-chefs-at-creating-flavors-we-crave


Indian Turmeric Paella



This is how the system presents the recipe 
for Indian Turmeric Paella. You’ll see that 
all the big steps are there, but cook 
times/temperatures are fairly open for 
human interpretation.







AI Taste+Smell to Create
the next Star Chef!



The Better Meat Substitute

All-Plant Kebab: State-of-the-art extrusion 
technology gives Beyond Meat the look 
and feel of chicken.



“Chicken” From an Extruder To make a high-moisture meat 
analogue, start by mixing plant protein powders with water and 
oil. Then knead the mix in an extruder barrel, and finally shear 
and cut in a die.



About a third of the food produced for 
human consumption never gets eaten. 
That’s a lot wasted—some 1.3 billion 
metric tons worldwide each year

It seems like a no-brainer. This is a problem that needs to 
be fixed. But where to start? In developing countries, 
inefficient harvesting, unrefrigerated storage, and frequent 
holdups in transportation and distribution leave food rotting 
in fields and warehouses and on the backs of trucks. In 
developed countries, efficient harvesting, processing, and 
distribution systems that include refrigerated warehouses 
and trucks mean that most food waste can’t be blamed on 
spoilage, although some farmers choose to leave crops in 
the field when they think market prices are too low. It’s 
when food gets into the store, restaurant, or kitchen that 
the real problems happen—leading to some 222 million 
metric tons’ worth of food being thrown out each year.

Solutions ? http://www.leanpath.com/

http://www.leanpath.com/


Smart Kitchen Reality!



Future Food: The Perfect Fake

http://www.thegatesnotes.com/features/future-of-food

http://www.thegatesnotes.com/features/future-of-food


Future Food: In-Vitro Meat 
(Cultured Meat, Guilt-Free Meat)

First lab-grown burger

http://aht.seriouseats.com/archives/2013/0
8/worlds-first-lab-grown-burger-is-short-on-
flavor-but-has-good-texture.html

http://aht.seriouseats.com/archives/2013/08/worlds-first-lab-grown-burger-is-short-on-flavor-but-has-good-texture.html
http://aht.seriouseats.com/archives/2013/08/worlds-first-lab-grown-burger-is-short-on-flavor-but-has-good-texture.html
http://aht.seriouseats.com/archives/2013/08/worlds-first-lab-grown-burger-is-short-on-flavor-but-has-good-texture.html


http://www.experimentation-
online.co.uk/article.php?id=1170

In Vitro Meat

http://www.experimentation-online.co.uk/article.php?id=1170
http://www.experimentation-online.co.uk/article.php?id=1170


Chef in a Box Chef in a Box: 
In the kitchen of the future, a food compositor could fabricate 
haute cuisine from scratch

How about 3D printing food!



http://www.foodtechconnect.com/2013/07/17/foo
d-tech-media-startup-funding-ma-and-
partnerships-june-2013/

http://www.foodtechconnect.com/2013/07/17/food-tech-media-startup-funding-ma-and-partnerships-june-2013/
http://www.foodtechconnect.com/2013/07/17/food-tech-media-startup-funding-ma-and-partnerships-june-2013/
http://www.foodtechconnect.com/2013/07/17/food-tech-media-startup-funding-ma-and-partnerships-june-2013/


http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/food_t
echnology/ideas/

Smart Food Ecosystem

http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/food_technology/ideas/
http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/food_technology/ideas/


KPMG 2013 Food and Beverage Outlook Survey: Big Data Analytics



Beverage Industry and Technology
• Coco-Cola Freestyle Fountain
• Packaging
• Marketing



Coca-Cola Freestyle is 
a touch screen soda 
fountain introduced by The 
Coca-Cola Company in 2009. 
The machine features over 
125 different Coca-Cola drink 
products, and custom 
flavors.The machine allows 
users to select from mixtures 
of flavors of Coca-Cola 
branded products which are 
then individually dispensed. 
The machines are currently 
located in major Coca-Cola 
partners and retail locations 
as a part of a gradual and 
ongoing deployment.

http://www.pininfarina.it/en/coca_cola_freestyle/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touch_screen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soda_fountain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soda_fountain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Coca-Cola_Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Coca-Cola_Company
http://www.pininfarina.it/en/coca_cola_freestyle/


Coco-Cola Freestyle Fountain Machine
• Designed by the Italian automotive design firm Pininfarina
• Technologies involved include microdispensing technology and proprietary 

PurePour technology. Both technologies were originally developed to 
deliver precise doses of drugs.

• One Freestyle unit with a similar footprint to a current vending machine can 
dispense 126 kinds of carbonated and non-carbonated beverages from one 
freestanding unit. Microdosing blends one or more concentrated ingredients 
in 46 US fl oz (1.36 L) packets with water and sweetener at the point where 
the beverage is dispensed,thus avoiding the use of traditional 5 US gal 
(18.9 L) boxes of syrup (also known as a bag-in-a-box).

• Cartridges store concentrated ingredients in the dispenser cabinet and are 
RFID enabled. The machine uses RFID chips to detect its supplies and to 
radio resupplying needs to other units. The machines transmit supply and 
demand data to both Coca-Cola and the owner including brands sold, times 
of the day of sales, troubleshooting information, and service data.

• The traditional ice cube dispenser remains. The maximum rate of output is 
95 drinks per hour





Gastronomy and 
Modernist Cuisine

Background introduction:
Harvard’s Food and Science Lectures

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ft0cwxjBKE&feature=youtu.be
http://modernistcuisine.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ft0cwxjBKE&feature=youtu.be
http://modernistcuisine.com/


Egg-Drop Soup vs Poached Egg

Drop an egg into a pot of hot, still water, and you 're likely to end 
up with something closer to egg-drop soup than a poached egg

Stir the pot vigorously before the egg goes in , however, and a 
phenomenon known as Ekman pumping will gather the egg for 
you into a nice , compact mass at the center.

Courtesy of Modernist Cuisine by Nathan Myhrvold



Which one you like!

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-
qqqG8kCeOgc/TqjgkgYJK3I/AAAAAAAAC18/rfooAGsZJpk/s1600/eggchartfull.jpg

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-qqqG8kCeOgc/TqjgkgYJK3I/AAAAAAAAC18/rfooAGsZJpk/s1600/eggchartfull.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-qqqG8kCeOgc/TqjgkgYJK3I/AAAAAAAAC18/rfooAGsZJpk/s1600/eggchartfull.jpg


Which one is more likeable!

Courtesy of Modernist Cuisine by Nathan Myhrvold



Courtesy of Modernist Cuisine by Nathan Myhrvold







How to cook this fish!





How to grind herbs into powder without mashing them into a paste!

Courtesy of Modernist Cuisine by Nathan Myhrvold



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCBxGwzNhmg

Molecular Gastronomy

The application of scientific methods and tools to cooking
Subdiscipline of food science that seeks to investigate, explain, and 
make practical use of the physical and chemical transformations of 
ingredients that occur while cooking

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCBxGwzNhmg


Classical Molecular Gastronomy: Examples

• Sous-Vide Cooking
– (vacuum sealed, low-controlled temperature 

in an immersion circulator) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQD3os7OVIs

• Chemical/Enzymatic Cooking
– Example: Ceviche

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJdYIVx_91s

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQD3os7OVIs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJdYIVx_91s


Modern Molecular Gastronomy: Examples

• Gelification
• Spherification
• Emulsification
• Transformation

http://www.moleculargastronomynetwork.com/additives.html

http://www.moleculargastronomynetwork.com/additives.html


Gelification

• Gelatins: substances that when heated become a 
viscous liquid that recovers its original texture on cooling

• They are used to give texture to liquids by making it into 
a gel

• Traditionally: gelatin in the form of sheets from fish
• Animal-based gelatins do not make stable gelatins when 

heated
• Late 1990’s: Ferran Adrià made a hot cod and black 

truffle gelatin using Agar-Agar - a natural thickening 
agent obtained from seaweed and used in Japan since 
the 18th century

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kpezxm-nlsE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kpezxm-nlsE


Spherification

• Process of shaping a liquid into spheres which visually 
and texturally resemble caviar

• Developed at elBuille under the direction of Ferran Adrià
• Two main methods:

– For substances containing no calcium, the liquid is 
mixed with sodium alginate, and dripped into a 
cold solution of calcium chloride

– 'Reverse' spherification, for use with substances 
which contain calcium, requires dripping the 
substance into an alginate bath (more versatile).

• Can be used to develop caviar equivalents of just about 
anything

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBoII-HXHrk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBoII-HXHrk


Emulsification

• Emulsion: mixture of two or more liquids that are 
normally immiscible (un-blendable)

• In an emulsion, one liquid (the dispersed phase) is 
dispersed in the other (the continuous phase)

• Emulsifiers are a must for maintaining a uniform 
dispersion of one liquid in another, such as oil in water

• Popular emulsifiers: soy lecithin and xanthan gum
• Examples: vinaigrettes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd-6SgNnqww&feature=c4-
overview-vl&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJoTTOkyyeGdg6xNNsff0Oh

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdv6gPYOM8g

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd-6SgNnqww&feature=c4-overview-vl&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJoTTOkyyeGdg6xNNsff0Oh
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd-6SgNnqww&feature=c4-overview-vl&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJoTTOkyyeGdg6xNNsff0Oh
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdv6gPYOM8g


Transformation

• Technique of converting a high-fat liquid into a powder 
using Tapioca Maltodextrin

• The powder melts in your mouth as soon as it gets in 
contact with your tongue.

• Examples:
– Milk Wonder
– Olive Oil Powder
– Nutella Powder

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7fBp9DqqfA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7fBp9DqqfA


Molecular Recipes

• Sous Vide Egg Yolk Croquette with 
Gruyere Foam 
http://www.molecularrecipes.com/eggs/so
us-vide-egg-yolk-croquette-gruyere-foam/

• http://www.molecularrecipes.com/molecula
r-gastronomy-restaurants-molecular-
mixology-bars/

http://www.molecularrecipes.com/eggs/sous-vide-egg-yolk-croquette-gruyere-foam/
http://www.molecularrecipes.com/eggs/sous-vide-egg-yolk-croquette-gruyere-foam/
http://www.molecularrecipes.com/molecular-gastronomy-restaurants-molecular-mixology-bars/
http://www.molecularrecipes.com/molecular-gastronomy-restaurants-molecular-mixology-bars/
http://www.molecularrecipes.com/molecular-gastronomy-restaurants-molecular-mixology-bars/


-- More

• Sous Vide http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HokQ26SCZ5U

• Combi Steamer/Oven automatic food 
preparation http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHQ_OwfZJH0

• Foams http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
nTMHsZhMLY&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJNXUSn6EWMMCSHeYv8v5Il

• Liquid Nitrogen 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yktlibR7ywE&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJNXUSn
6EWMMCSHeYv8v5Il

• 3D Printed Food 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6WzyUgbT5A

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HokQ26SCZ5U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHQ_OwfZJH0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nTMHsZhMLY&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJNXUSn6EWMMCSHeYv8v5Il
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nTMHsZhMLY&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJNXUSn6EWMMCSHeYv8v5Il
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yktlibR7ywE&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJNXUSn6EWMMCSHeYv8v5Il
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yktlibR7ywE&list=PL9Vifd4YLOLJNXUSn6EWMMCSHeYv8v5Il
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6WzyUgbT5A


Combi Steamer/Oven
• Cooking appliance that combines the functionality of a convection oven and a steam 

cooker. That is, it can produce dry heat, moist heat or a combination of the two at 
various temperatures. The appliance is therefore fit for many culinary applications, 
including baking, roasting, grilling, steaming, braising, blanching and poaching. The 
advantages of this technology are short cooking times and a gentle preparation 
method, both of which lead to enhanced vitamin and nutritional preservation when 
compared to traditional cooking methods.

• The advantages of a combi steamer over other thermal equipment include:
– prepared at the same time, each preserves its flavour, vitamins and nutritional value
– simultaneous processing of different products (up to 10-12 dishes) without smell mixture
– food preparation without oil, grease crust and carcinogen formation
– space saving due to fcontrol of both temperature and humidity in the chamber, which 

reduces cooking time
– uniform preparation
– no need to reverse products
– if different dishes are ewer kitchen appliances
– reduction of final product shrinkage losses
– electricity savings
– reduction of labour costs
– self-cleaning



Courtesy of Modernist Cuisine by Nathan Myhrvold



Courtesy of Modernist Cuisine by Nathan Myhrvold



Courtesy of Modernist Cuisine by Nathan Myhrvold



Your favorite Dishes and Recipes:
Make a video uploaded into 

Youtube would be even better!



How about to perform a cooking 
exercise with your favorite recipe 
as part of this course exercise!
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